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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Mobile Ad hoc Sensor Networks (WMASNs) are infrastructure less, multiple hop, energetic 

network constructed using a group of moveable nodes. Self-stabilization is a theoretic outline of non-

screening fault-tolerant. This scheme endures any sort and any countable amount of transitory errors like 

information damage, memory exploitation, and topological deviations. This paper suggested a novel self-

stabilized methodology to the existing Fuzzy Based Clustering Algorithm as to guarantee that event though 

in case of a cluster head selection for different clusters, when the network attains any illegitimate state, this 

novel approach always reaches to a legitimate state. The self-stabilization for the clustering network is 

achieved by constructing a minimum Connect Dominating Sets (CDS) that is employed with Bread First 

Search (BFS) Tree construction and the proof for the correctness of the self-stabilized approach is given. 

The proof of correctness is given by means of five guarded-commands in this algorithm. 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Self-Stabilization, Connect Dominating Sets, Clustering Head Selection, 

Breadth First Search  

1. INTRODUCTION 

 WMASNs [1-3] are infrastructure less, 

multiple hop, energetic network developed using 

a group of moveable nodes. This comprises of 

moveable sensor nodes that constructs a network 

deprived of any stable infrastructure or any 

central supervision. In these systems, every node 

links with another nodes instantly or through 

intermediary nodes. This form of structure is 

tremendously interesting owing to the deficiency 

of infrastructure, price efficacy and simple 

connection. The deliberations in the systems are 

to enhance the network constancy, flexibility, 

bandwidth consumption, and source distribution 

& administration effectiveness. Wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs) posture novel research 

demands associated to the design of procedures, 

network prototypes, and software that will 

permit the progress of applications grounded on 

sensor appliances. Numerous clustering 

approaches are being accomplished to attain 

these goals [4-6]. The clustering approach with 

Adhoc sensor networks is a group of procedures 

and a group of communication associations 

amongst the procedures. This structures are tend 

to fail by their exact environment.  

 The region of self-stabilization in an 

enormous sized networks attained accumulative 

attention amongst scholars, as self-stabilization 

offers a groundwork for self-properties, 

comprising self-soothing, self-establishing and 

self-adaptive. Self-stabilization is a theoretic 

outline of an unmasking fault-tolerant Grouping 

procedures. This sort of approach endures any 

kind and any countable amount of transitory 

faults like information damage, memory 

corruption, and topology variation. Since such 

transitory errors happen so repeatedly in ad hoc 

networks, clustering approaches on them must 

endure the actions. Self-stabilizing procedures 

can initialize implementation from a random 

(illegitimate) system formation, and ultimately 

attain an authentic formation. That is, the 

approach does not requisite entire initializations 

of circumstances of every procedure and every 

association. By this property, they with- stand 

any form and any countable amount of transitory 

errors and could alter to energetic alterations of 
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the structure [7]. Furthermore, a self-stabilizing 

method does not prerequisite a worldwide and 

coordinated beginning of every procedure 

whenever a method is initiated, since it can be 

contemplated that such an initialization 

conformation is a formation just next to 

transitory errors that happens.  

 

Definition 1: Consider Γ to be a group of entire 

configurations. System S is self-stabilizing 

pertaining to Δ in such a way that Δ ⊆ Γ if it 

fulfills the subsequent both circumstances: 

� Convergence: Initiating from a random 

configuration, the configurations 

ultimately attains to one in Δ, 

� Closure: For any configuration λ ∈ Δ, 

configuration γ that follows λ is similar 

in Δ providing that the method do not 

fail. 

Every γ ∈ Δ is known an authentic configuration. 

 

 The Fuzzy Relevance Based Cluster 

Head Selection Algorithm (FRCA) [8] changes 

in the network and makes the system stable. This 

Clustering algorithm does not has the capability 

to ultimately recuperate to its legal or legitimate 

state subsequently to any transitory error 

deprived of any exterior interference. Thus, in 

order to overcome this issue, this paper proposed 

a novel self-stabilized methodology to the 

existing Fuzzy Based Clustering Algorithm as to 

guarantee that event though in course of a cluster 

head selection for different clusters, when the 

network attains any illegitimate state, this novel 

approach always reaches to a legitimate state. 

The efficient formation of self-stabilized 

algorithm plays a significant role in handling 

rate, performance enhancement, and network 

constancy. The self-stabilization for the 

clustering network is achieved by constructing a 

minimum Connect Dominating Sets (CDS) 

employed with Bread First Search (BFS) Tree 

construction and the proof for the correctness of 

the self-stabilized approach is given. The proof 

of correctness is given by employing the five 

guarded-commands in this algorithm. 

 

1.1 Organization of the Paper 

 A brief overview of Wireless Adhoc 

sensor networks and self-stabilization along with 

the motivation for the proposed approach is 

given in this section. A brief discussion on the 

literature survey on the self-stabilization 

techniques and connected dominating sets are 

given in section 2. A detailed explanation on the 

Fuzzy Relevance Based Clustered Head 

Selection Approach is given in section 3. 

Proposed Self Stabilized FRCA approach is 

briefly given in section 4. The section 5 proves 

the developed Self Stabilized Cluster Head 

Algorithm using the Guard-Command 

Statements by defining Self Stabilization 

followed by conclusion for the approach and the 

references in the section 6 and section 7. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Self-stabilization [12, 13] is an 

adaptable property, permitting a procedure to 

survive transitory errors in a distributed 

structure. A self-stabilizing procedure, 

subsequent to transitory doings triumph the 

organism and place it in certain random universal 

condition, makes the system to regain in 

countable number deprived of any outdoor (e.g., 

human) interference. There are numerous 

asynchronous self-stabilizing disseminated 

approaches for obtaining a k-dominating group 

of network [11, 10, 9]. All these approaches are 

verified pretending with an unfair inspiration. 

The outcome in [11] stabilizes in O (k) by means 

of O(k log n) space per procedure. In [10], the 

approach stabilizes in O (n) circles by means of 

O(log n) space per procedure. Procedure 

suggested in [9] stabilizes in O(kn) circles by 

means of O(k log n) space per procedure. 

Consider that solitary the approach in [10] 

constructs a k-dominating group which is 

negligible. Furthermore, none of these outcomes 

assurances to provide minor k-dominating group. 

There are numerous self-stabilizing results that 

calculate negligible 1-dominating group [14, 15]. 

Nevertheless, the simplification of 1-dominating 

group outcomes to k-dominating group outcomes 

do not upgrade, in specific it does not preserve 

fascinating boundaries on the dimension of the 

evaluated dominating group. 

  

 In the approach of [16] entire group of 

nodes of a MIS, having a distance of two or three 

hops, are linked by choosing intermediary nodes 

as dominators. In graph theory, CDS is a famous 

issue, initially presented in [17] in 1979 and 

chiefly considered from that time. In [18] two 

integrated approaches are suggested to construct 

a CDS. In [19], [20] disseminated executions of 

the two preceding approaches are suggested. In 

[21], a heuristic-dependent integrated approach 

for the establishment of minimum CDS 

introduced. In both versions, they initially 

employed disseminated leader election approach 
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[22] to develop a rooted spanning tree. Later, a 

repetitive group approach is employed to 

categorize the nodes that can be black 

(dominator) or gray (dominated), depending on 

its positions. Position of a node is an orderly 

couple of its deepness in the tree and its ID. In 

[23], a disseminated approach is suggested for an 

estimation of MWCDS, depending on a 

controlling group. This methodology is 

segregated into two stages: the initial one picks 

the nodes having minimal weights nearby that 

exist in the controlling group and later picks 

linkers amongst the left nodes. 

 

 In [24], a self-stabilizing approach is 

recommended for Minimal CDS whose nodes in 

the system have diverse broadcasting ranges. 

This issue is a specific instance of LWCDS 

considering the weight as the communicating 

range. The suggested methodology is similar to 

the methodology in [25], by accumulating a 

ranking function to elect the node with extreme 

range in the MIS. In [26], an approach which 

constructs CDS designed using nodes with 

extreme dynamism is anticipated. This outcome 

is nearer to [25] nevertheless building a tree 

depends on the energy obsessed. Maximum 

study that specify the development of a CDS 

attempts to minimize the dimension of the group 

(Minimal CDS). For this issue, it is further 

fascinated in minimizing the weight compared to 

the dimension of the CDS. The issue of LWCDS 

development has been investigated in the 

research and disseminated approaches have been 

suggested along with continuous estimation.  

 

3. FRCA SELECTION ALGROITHM  

 Clustering is a noteworthy approach 

that professionally gives data for moveable 

nodes and progresses the functioning capability 

of routing, bandwidth distribution, and source 

administration & allocation. FRCA is a 

clustering procedure that competently groups and 

accomplishes sensors by means of the fuzzy data 

of node position in the system. FRCA employs 

the Fuzzy Relevance Degree (FRD) using the 

fuzzy value � [15] as to accomplish and handle 

grouping. Thus, in this approach, FRD 

accomplishes grouping by electing certain nodes 

which functions like coordinating points for 

cluster. The fuzzy state observing scheme that 

implements clustering, contains 5 factors: ID,	�, 

Level, M-hop, and Balance. The Cluster Head 

(CH) and Cluster Member (CM) are elected by 

means of fuzzy value � in the FSV scheme. 

 

 FRD is employed to resolve elasticity 

and regulate the iteration of multiple hop 

grouping. FRD regulates the amount of clusters 

to enhance effectiveness. Grouping depends on 

FRD that assists in preserving outline of cluster 

as steady as probable, therefore diminishing the 

topological variations and related expenditures in 

the course of Cluster Head deviations. The 

cluster as probable, and the head in the 

hierarchical scheme plays a significant part in 

inter-cluster and intra-cluster interactions. 

Therefore, cluster head functions like indigenous 

points for its membership nodes and handles the 

group individuals. A gateway node is a node 

which links the channel amongst the inter-cluster 

and intra-cluster interaction. A gateway 

functions as a mutual or disseminated access 

point for two cluster heads. Mutually, 

disseminated gateways offer route for inter-

cluster interactions. The regular nodes of the 

group are instant adjacent of the cluster heads. 

These have the competence of working as either 

head or gateway. 

FSV Scheme  

 FSV (Fuzzy State Viewing) scheme 

groups flexibly and is effective whenever 

dimension of networks diverges pertaining to 

movability of nodes. A node transfers not merely 

packets whereas the fuzzy value to adjacent 

nodes in FSV Approach. The specified fuzzy 

value is employed to avoid interventions and 

outbreaks from other nodes. Group consists of a 

CH, CH candidate, gateway, and CMs. Cluster 

nodes, categorized as Cluster Head, Cluster 

Member, gateway node, and Cluster Head 

candidate pertaining to its character, transmitting 

data. 

CH Selection  

 Effective choosing of CH has an 

immense effect on the grouping scheme. This 

approach, nevertheless, employs constraints 

mutually to pick the cluster head by means of 

FRD and specified by obtainable signal power, 

and distance amongst the nodes 

Fuzzy Relevance Degree 

 Fuzzy Relevance Degree (FRD) of a 

node signifies degree of consistency given using 

adjacent nodes in the systems. The FRCA 

approach elects the CH depending on the fuzzy 

significance, accessible power, movability, and 

the distance amongst nodes. The accessible 

power, distance amongst nodes, and movability 
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of nodes are accomplished to sustain stability of 

energy consumption. The distance amongst 

nodes and movability is accomplished to 

preserve stability amongst the groups. The 

FRCA implements grouping depending on 

constraints specified before and chooses the 

cluster head for effective grouping. For n nodes 

of� � �	
, 	�, 	…… . 	��, the fuzzy set, ��	��, 
is specified with subsequent equation (1): 

 

��	�� � ���	
�, ��	��, ��	� ……��	���, �1 �
� � 1�                (1) 

 

Where, 	� is a membership node for grouping in 

systems, and ��	� is an association function. 

Formerly, the fuzzy relevance degree for node 	� 
i.e. FRD (	�) , is specified with subsequent 

Equation (2): 

 

����	�� � �����
∑ ����� 
�!�

" ��	��                 (2) 

 

Here #��$� is the energy of node 	� at time t 

specified using total accessible power of adjacent 

nodes for node 	�. The CH is measures 

depending on existing power, signal power, and 

distance. Bearing these constraints, the combined 

metric is specified using Equation (3): 

 

%&'$	�	�� � ()�	�� * �+�	�� * ,�	��                          
(3) 

 

The %&'$	�	�� is calculated for whole probable 

cluster heads, and later the cluster head is 

preferred using minimal 	�	�� . Where ()�	�� is 

the available power, �+�	�� is the Received 

Signal Strength and ,�	�� is the distance 

amongst the CH � and Membership node -. 
 

 Initially, a node having higher energy 

strength and stouter signal has additional 

possibility to be as the head in a group. 

Consequently, the node with minimal price 

becomes the CH candidate. Then, a non-CH 

node having maximum power strength compared 

to those of adjacent nodes that might be a cluster 

head candidate. The elected cluster head 

candidate need to inform its adjacent nodes of 

CH candidate for election 

(NOTICE_CH_CANDIDATE). Then, cluster 

members which are not the CH transmits join 

request information (REQ_JOIN) to nearby CH. 

If the node is not a CH candidate 

(NOT_CH_CANDIDATE), formerly the node 

moves to adjacent nodes which it is a cluster 

member. Once elected CH by FRD, every cluster 

scheme implements grouping for adjacent nodes. 

If the node necessitates grouping, formally it 

verifies the condition of its own node initially 

and then verifies the number of nodes of every 

group. Clustering is specified by verifying the 

amount of nodes through transmitting FSV data. 

4. SELF STABILIZED FRCA USING 

CONNECTED DOMINATING SETS 

 In this paper, a novel methodology is 

suggested to induce concept of self-stabilization 

into the Fuzzy Relevance based Cluster Head 

Selection algorithm which is very essential for 

the wireless mobile Adhoc sensor networks 

when any illegitimate transient faults occurs. In 

this approach the concept of self-stabilization is 

introduced by construction a minimal Connected 

Dominating Sets. The Connected Dominating 

Set is beneficial in the evaluation of information 

transmit and other issues for ad hoc sensor 

networks. The Ad hoc networks are group of 

wireless mobile sensor nodes, and having no 

physical support arrangement and no integrated 

management. Thus, a Connected Dominating Set 

designed with the procedures are employed for 

virtual strength that has a significant part for 

transmission and connectivity administration etc. 

A group of nodes is a CDS if the group is 

associated and every node in the system is either 

in group or adjacent to nodes in group. 

Maximum CDS establishing approaches aim to 

diminish the backbone dimension deprived of 

consideration nodes features like energy 

ingestion or flexibility. 

 The minimal CDS in this proposed 

approach is constructed by constructing a 

Breadth First Search Tree for cluster graph G. In 

order to construct a BFS, selection of an efficient 

root node is essential. The root node that is 

employed for this proposed methodology is the 

Cluster Head (CH) of the clustering algorithm 

which is selected using Fuzzy Relevance Degree 

(FRD). Initially, the proposed novel approach 

selects the Cluster Head Sensor node ./0 from 

the Cluster Graph 12, develops a BFS tree T of 

12 embedded in ./0. For any Cluster Member 

(CM) sensor node .30� , let 4�.30�� represent 

the distance from ./0 to .30� . Let %5  represents 

the deepness of T with higher distance in 12, %67 

is the group of nodes that has distance d from the 

root (0 ≤ d ≤ %5). The CDS by empirical is the 

amalgamation of two subcategories, i.e., 

(⋃ 9%:�5
:;< ∪ �⋃ +%:�5

:;< . 
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� Initial subsection �⋃ 9%:�5
:;<  is a 

Maximal Independent Set (MIS) for 12. 
The source ./0  absolutely connects a 

group9%<. Let �%: be a group of nodes 

.30� ∈ 	4%: that is conquered by 

certain node in 9%:>
. For every 1 ≤ d ≤ 

%5, 9%: is an MIS in an persuaded 

subgraph by 4%: �%:⁄ . That is, the 

experiment overlays domain controlled 

by the associates of IC in the line of 

accumulating 4�.30�� from v.  

� The subsequent subset is �⋃ +%:�5
:;< , 

where the group +%: of nodes that are 

the parents of the members of 9%: for 

every 1≤d ≤ %5. It is known that 

+%: ⊂ 4%:>
.  
 

This approach of establishment of an MIS 

�⋃ 9%:�5
:;<  is paving on a BFS tree. For any 

group C ⊂ V and any node./0 ∉ %, consider the 

distance amongst ./0 and % to be the minimal 

amongst .30�  and any .30� ∈ %. On the MIS 

developed by paving on a BFS tree, set fulfills 

the subsequent technique. 

 

Statement 1: Let �B2 be the MIS developed by 

paving on a BFS tree T. For any .30�  in �B2, the 

distance amongst .30�  and �B2{.30�} is 

precisely two hops. 

 The proof of the statement is similar to 

the one in [16]. Due to the constraint of space, 

proof of the statement is left. By Statement1, the 

associativity of the CDS is guaranteed. With the 

proof of Statement 1, in the MIS developed by 

paving on T, every member .30� ∈ 4%:  of the 

MIS have a parent on T that is adjacent to 

minimum single member of MIS in 4%:>
 or 

4%:>�. Consequently, amalgamation of the MIS 

and a group of parents of the members of the 

MIS are linked. As the MIS is likewise a 

minimum controlling group, the amalgamation is 

a CDS. It is vibrant that, if every member 

.30� ∈ 4%: of any MIS has a parent that is 

adjacent to minimum of single member of the 

MIS in 4%:>
 or 4%:>� on T, formally it is noted 

that MIS is developed by paving on T.  

 

BFS Tree Construction for FRCA Algorithm: 

 

1. Pick the cluster head node ./0 ∈ %. 

2. Establish a BFS tree T of 12 entrenched 

at ./0 . 
3. Consider k to be the depth of T. 

4. For every 0 � , � D, let 4%: represent 

group of nodes at distance d from the 

root in T. 

a. Set 9%<: �.3�; +< ≔ H 

b. For d=1 to k do initiate 

c. �%: ≔ �I|I ∈
4%: 	KL,	I	�'	,&3�LK$M,	NO	.MP$K�L	'ML'&P	L&,M'	

d. Select MIS 9%: in 1�4%:/�:� 
e. +: ≔

�IR|IR	�'	$/M	SKPML$	�L	T	&U	'&3M	.30� ∈
9%: 	� 

5. End 

6. Output (⋃ 9%:�5
:;< ∪ �⋃ +%:�5

:;<  as the 

CDS. 

 

Description 1: Let �B2 be any MIS developed by 

paving on a BFS tree T for 12. Consider 

+B2�V W� to be a group of nodes where every 

parent is the member in �B2 on T. The group of 

nodes �B2 ∪ +B2 is a CDS-tree of T. 

 

 Now, a self-stabilizing algorithm i.e. 

SS-FRCA is introduced to find a CDS-tree. It is 

assumed deprived of loss of generalization that 

every procedure )2�  has the subsequent variables 

as outcome of the BFS tree T, and as an input of 

SS-CDS. 

� ��)2�� – The system id of the parent of 

)2�  on T. 

� ��)2�� -- The distance from the root 

)2X�  to )2�  on T. 

The outcome of every system is 

� ,&3�LK$M�)2�� – Considers a Boolean, 

if )2�  is a member of CDS. 

 

 Formal explanation of suggested 

approach SS-FRCA is given. There are five 

Guarded-Commands (1%
-1%Y) in approach. 

� Using 1%
, root )2X�  of T along with 

��)2X�� � 0 combines together the MIS 

and CDS. 

� Using 1%� and 1%, procedure )2��V
)2X�  ) chooses if )2�amalgamates with 

MIS. 

� If every adjacent )2� ∈ �2�  
where ��)2�� Z ��)2�� present 

is not a member of the MIS, 

formally )2�  combines the MIS 

by 1%�. 

� If there persists an adjacent )2� 
in such a way that �[)2�\ ]
��)2��  is preserved and )2� is 
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member of MIS, formally )2�  
removes the MIS by 1%. 

� Using 1%^ and 1%Y, procedure )2��V
)2X�� chooses if )2�  combines the CDS. 

� If )2�  or it’s at minimum single 

offspring on T is member of 

MIS, formally )2�  combines the 

CDS uisng 1%^. 

� Else, )2�  removes the CDS 

using 1%Y. 

Using Γ, group of entire configurations of SS-

FRCA are represented. Group of legal 

configurations is given below. 

 

Description 2: A configuration γ is legal if the 

subsequent three circumstances are fulfilled. 

� Circumstance 1: ` is in Γa, where Γa ⊂ Γ 

is group of configurations in such a way 

that the group of procedures 

�)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T� is an MIS of 

G that fulfills  Statement 1 on T, 

� Circumstance 2: �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T 

indicates ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � T for every 

)2� , and 

� Circumstance 3: a set 

�)2�|,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � T�  is a CDS-

tree of 12. 
Using Δd , it is represented as a group of legal 

configurations of SS-CDS. 

5. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS FOR SELF 

STABILIZATION 

Lemma 1: No procedure is honored in 

configuration ` if  ` ∈ Δd. 

 

Proof: Consider γ to be configuration where no 

procedure is fortunate. Let  ` ∈ Δd . 

� Assume that Circumstance 1 is 

incorrect, i.e., �)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ �
T�  is not an MIS that fulfills Statement 

1 on T. That is, the group 

�)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T�  is not a self-

determining group, is not maximum, or 

does not fulfills Statement 1 on T. 

� It is considered that group is not a 

self-determining group, there 

persists )2�  and )2�  in the group in 

such a way that they are adjacent to 

one another. If �[)2�\ � ��)2�� V
0, the guard of GC3 is correct at )2�  
and )2�  since	�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ �

�L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � T. Likewise, if 

0 � �[)2�\ h ��)2��. Formally the 

guard of 1% is correct at )2� 
(resp)2�). This is inconsistent for the 

hypothesis that no procedure is 

honored in `. Consequently, the 

group �)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T�  is 

a self-regulating group. 

� It is considered that the group is not 

maximum. That is, there persists a 

system )2�  with �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ �
� that has no adjacent )2�  along 

with�L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � T. 

� If ��)2��, formally the guard of 1%
 

is correct at )2� . If ��)2�� V 0, 

formally ∀)2� ∈ �2�j� f)2�g ]
�[)2�\ ∨ �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � �l 
grasps at )2�, and the guard of 1%� is 

correct at )2� . This is inconsistent for 

hypothesis that no procedure is 

honored in consequently, 

�)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T�   is an 

MIS. 

� It is considered that the group does 

not fulfills Statement 1 on T. By 

proof of Statement 1, this hypothesis 

specifies that there persists a 

procedure )2� V )2� having 

�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T whose parent 

)2m�� )�)2�� ∈ �2�   on T is not 

neighbor to other system )2�  using 

�L,�b�,IKc�)2�� � T and ��)2�� �
��)2m�. Since ��)2m� � ��)2�� n 1, 

this hypothesis indicates that 

∀)2� ∈ �2mj� f)2�g ] � f)2mg ∨
�L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � �l. Formerly, 

the guard of 1%� is correct at )2m  . 

This is an inconsistency for 

hypothesis that no procedure is 

honored in `. Consequently, the 

group �)2�|�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T� 
fulfills Statement 1 on T. 

Consequently, Circumstance 1 is 

true. 

 

� Assume that Circumstance 2 is 

incorrect, i.e., there is a procedure )2�  
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having�L,�b�,IKc�)2�� � T, 

whereas,&3�LK$M�)2�� � �. If 

��)2�� � 0, formally the guard of 1%
 

is correct at )2� . If ��)2�� V 0, formally 

the guard of 1%^ is correct at )2� . This is 

an inconsistent for hypothesis that no 

procedure is honored. Consequently, the 

Circumstance 2 is true. 

� Assume that Circumstance 3 is 

incorrect. That is, the group 

�)2�|,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � T�	is not a 

Connected Dominating Set tree of 12. 
� Consider that group is not 

Connected Dominating Set. Using 

the circumstance 2, the group is a 

dominating group since it is known 

that an MIS is a dominating group. 

Consequently, group is not linked. 

With Description 1, there is a 

procedure )2�  along with 

,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � � that is a parent 

of )2� having �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � T 

for the hypothesis. Formally, the 

guard of 1%^ is correct at )2� . This 

is inconsistency for the hypothesis 

that no procedure is honored. 

Consequently, the group is a CDS. 

� Consider that the group is a CDS, 

but not a CDS tree. Formally, by 

Description 1, there is a procedure 

)2�having,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � T, 

however neither )2�  nor its 

offspring are the members of the 

MIS. Formerly, 1%Y is correct at 

)2� . This is an inconsistent for 

hypothesis that no procedure is 

honored.  

Thus, the Circumstance 3 is correct.  

Hence, ` ∈ Δ2 if no procedure is 

honored.  

It is known that no procedure is honored 

if the configuration is authentic.  

 

Lemma 2: For any configuration `< and 

evaluation initiating from`<, ultimately no 

procedure is honored. 

 

 Proof: Initially, the root procedure )2X 

having L�)2X� � 0 implements GC1 at 

maximum, and selects the �L,�b�,IKc�)2X� � T 

and ,&3�LK$M�)2X� � T. These values certainly 

does not alter subsequently, since they are not 

altered by other guarded-commands. 

Consequently, It is assumed underneath that the 

values of them are accurate at )2X. 

 

 Using description of SS-FRCA, at 

)2� V )2o , the value of �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ is 

specified with 1%� or 1%, and these guarded 

commands does not denote to 

�L,�b�,IKc f)2�gof any procedure )2� . 
Consequently, the value of �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ is 

specified prior to ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ is specified at 

every procedure )2� . 
 

 Assume that there is an infinite (non-

congregating) evaluation initiating from`<. 

Formally, there is a procedure )2�  such that 

��)2�� V 0 which implements extremely 

regularly. 

 

� Assume that )2�  having ��)2�� � 1 

fluctuates the value of �L,�b�,IKc�)2�� 
interminably regularly, i.e., Pi 

implements 1%� and 1% 

interchangeably substantially 

frequently. Nevertheless, since 

�L,�b�,IKc�)2X� � T  preserves at )2X 

and the value not ever alters, )2�  could 

not implement 1%� by the description of 

procedure. That is, )2�  implements 1% 

at maximum once. Consequently, )2�  
having ��)2�� � 1cannot implement 

substantially frequent. 

� Assume that )2�  having D[)2�\ � ,�, ]
1� fluctuates the value of 

�L,�b�,IKc�)2�) considerably frequent, 

and presume that )X having ��)X� � 1 

not ever implements. Formally, 

)2� ∈ �2�having	��)2�� � , need to 

alter the value of �L,�b�,IKc�)2�� 
considerably frequent using the 

description of 1%� and 1%. If there is a 

procedure )X ∈ �2�  with ��)X� � , n
1 and �L,�b�,IKc�)X� � T, formally 

)2�  could not implement 1%�. Formally, 

)2�  cannot implement 1% considerably 

frequent. Consequently, there is no 

procedure )X ∈ �2�  with ��)X� � , n
1 and �L,�b�,IKc�)X� � T. 

Nevertheless, )2�  can alter the value of 

�L,�b�,IKc�)2�� from incorrect to 

correct by 1%� merely whenever entire 
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it’s adjacent )2�  having ��)2�� � $PIM 

contains �L,�b�,IcK�)2�� � � by the 

description of 2. After )2�  implements 

1%�, the guard of 1%� cannot be correct 

for entire of its adjacent )2�  with  

��)2�� � ,. Consequently, )2�  cannot 

alter the value of �L,�b�,IKc�)2�� 
considerably frequent. This is an 

inconsistent hypothesis. Consequently, 

)2�  and )2�  cannot implement 1%� and 

GC3 considerably frequent. 

 

 There is no procedure that implements 

1%� and 1% substantially frequent. It is assume 

underneath that the value of �L,�)2�� of every )2�  
is accurate, and not ever varies. 

 

 Assume that )2�  varies 

,&3�)2��substantially frequent, i.e., )2�  
implements 1%^ and 1%Y interchangeably 

substantially frequently. Nevertheless, using the 

description of 1%^ and 1%Y, every procedure Pi 

specifies the value of ,&3�LK$M�)2�� depending 

merely on  �L,�b�,IKc�)2��  and every 

�L,�b�,IKc�)2�� where )2�  is an offspring of )2�  
on T. This is inconsistent for the hypothesis that 

for ,&3�LK$M�)2�� of every procedure )2�  not 

ever alters. The value of ,&3�)2��  alters at 

maximum once.  

 

 Consequently, )2�  cannot implement 

substantially frequent. 

 

Theorem 2: The procedure SS-CDS is self-

stabilizing with regard to Δ2. 
 

Proof: Considering from Lemmas 1 and 

2. 

SS-FRCA: A self-stabilizing estimation 

procedure for FRCA 

 

Constants—read merely and spontaneously 

updated 

� �2�: Group of adjacent of Pi in original 

Graph 12. 
� )[)2�\: Parent of )2�  in T. 

� �[)2�\ : The distance from the root in T. 

Variables 

� �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ : T if )2�  is an 

associate of an MIS. 

� ,&3�LK$M[)2�\: T iff )2�  is an associate 

of a CDS. 

Macro 

� 1P,5�D � 2,3� : The guard of 1%x  

 

A Set of Guarded-Commands: 

/*1%
: Root links an MIS and a CDS. */ 

 

4�)2�� � 0 ∧ z�L,�b�,IKc[)2�\
� � ∨ ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ � �{
→ �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\
≔ T; ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ ≔ T; 

 

/*1%�: Link an MIS. */ 

 

4[)2�\ V 0 ∧ �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ ∧ ∀)2�
∈ �2� }� f)2�g
] �[)2�\ ∨ �L, f)2�g � �~
→ �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ ≔ T; 

 

/*1%: Remove an MIS. */ 

 

4[)2�\ V 0 ∧ �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ � T ∧ ∃)2�
∈ �2� }�[)2�\
� �[)2�\ ∧ �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g
� T~ → �L,�b�,IKc[)2�\ ≔ �; 

 

/*1%^: Link a CDS. */ 

 

4[)2�\ V 0 ∧ �1P,� ∧ �1P, ∧ ,&3�LK$M[)2�\
� �
∧ �∃)2�
∈ �2� }) f)2�g
� )2� ∧ �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � T~
∨ �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � T�
→ ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ ≔ T; 

 

/*1%Y: Remove a CDS. */ 
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4[)2�\ V 0 ∧ �1P,� ∧ �1P, ∧ ,&3�LK$M[)2�\
� T
∧ �∀)2�
∈ �2� }) f)2�g
V )2� ∨ �L,�b�,IKc f)2�g � �~
∧ �L, f)2�g � ��
→ ,&3�LK$M[)2�\ ≔ �; 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 The Wireless Adhoc Networks are the 

infrastructure less networks that does not have 

any wired structure or any standard format while 

the construction of network. In this paper, the 

self-stabilization for the clustering algorithm is 

achieved that is employed for the mobile Adhoc 

sensor networks. The self-stabilization for the 

proposed approach is developed using the 

minimal connected dominating sets which is 

obtained initially by means of constructing the 

Breadth First Search (BFS) Tree for the clustered 

networks and obtaining minimal CDS from that 

tree construction. This approach also provided 

the proof for the correctness of the self-

stabilizing clustering network. 
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